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Box 1

‘The Natural History of…’ series
Humbugs (2)
“Bores” (4)
The Idler Upon Town
Gents (2)
The “Hawk” Tribe
‘Stuck Up People’, The Flirt, The Idler Upon Town (bound as one volume)
Tuft-Hunters
The Ballet-Girl

Other titles
A Pottle of Strawberries
A Pottle of Strawberries (2nd edition)

The London Anecdotes of the Electric Telegraph

The Miscellany: A book for the field or the fireside

Whom To Marry and How To Get Married

Box 2

Comic Library
The Gent and Stuck Up People
Model men
The Ballet Girl
Model Women & Children
Romance of a Mince Pie

Other titles
Model Women & Children

Model Men

A Bowl Of Punch (2)
Paris & London: humorous pictures of life in France & England

The English Hotel Nuisance
Christopher Tadpole

Albert Smith &c (collected works?)